3617 Lexington Road
Winchester, Kentucky 4039 1-9797
PHONE: 859-744-6171

FAX: 859-744-3623

March 27,2009

Mr. Jeff Derouen
Executive Director
Public Service Commission
P 0 Box 615
Frankfort, KY 40602-06 15
RE: CASE NO. 2008-00408
Dear Mr. Derouen:
Enclosed are the original and ten copies of Delta's response to the Initial Data Request of
the Commission Staff in the above styled case. Delta's response is on behalf of Delta
only. Atmos Energy Corporation and Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc. plan to file their
own separate responses. Thus, there will be no joint L,DC response.
Please acknowledge receipt of this filing by stamping the extra copy of the cover letter
and returning to Delta in the envelope provided.
Sincerely,

Connie King
Manager - Corporate
cc: All Parties of Record
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CASE NO. 2008-00408
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CERTIFICATION

The undersigned, Glenn R. Jennings, states that he is Chairman of the Board, President and
Chief Executive Officer of Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc., a corporation, ("Delta") and
certifies that he prepared the responses to the Initial Data Request of Commission Staff to
Delta herein and that the responses are true and accurate to the best of the undersigned's
knowledge, information and belief formed after a reasonable inquiry.
Dated this 27th day of March, 2009.

GlennR(J&kings

"

DELTA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, TNC.
CASE NO. 2008-00408
INITIAL, DATA REQUEST OF COMMISSION STAFF
DATED MARCH 16,2009

96.
With reference to page 2, lines 14 through 23, and page 3, lines 1 through 6, of
tlie Joint Direct Testimony of Gleixi R. Jeruiings ("Joint Testimony"), address the
following:
a.

Explain how separating fixed-cost recovery of base or delivery charges
from tlie volume of sales is a move toward decoupling.

b.

Identify tlie amount and percentage increase in the residential customer
charge requested in the last rate case.

c.

Identify the amount aiid percent increase in the residential customer
charge granted in the last rate case.

d.

Identify the amount aiid percent iiicrease in the residential customer
charge identified in the utility's most recent cost of service study.

e.

Describe how tlie current rate designs promote energy efficiency. Identify
each such rate design. Identify tlie aimual Mcfs or Btus that the utility
estimates are displaced by each rate design.

RESPONSE:
a. The shift in Delta's last rate case, Case No. 2007-00089, in revenue recovery
resulted in a significant portion of the additional revenues allowed in the case
to be collected in the residential monthly customer charge. This was based
upon moving toward, although not all tlie way to, the cost-of-service study
allocation of costs to be recovered monthly instead of volumetrically. Tli~is,
Delta's residential monthly customer charge was increased in that rate case
from $9.80 to $1 5.30. Decoupling is separating revenue recovery froin sales
volumes, so that revenues are decoupled or separated from dependence on
volunies. This movement to a higher monthly customer cliarge was a move
toward fi-irther decoupling of revenues from volumes than existed before tlie
completion of that case.
b. Case No. 2007-00089 requested increasing the residential monthly customer
charge from $9.80 to $19.74, a proposed increase in the monthly customer
charge of $9.94 or 101%.

c. Case No. 2007-00089 granted an increase in the residential monthly customer
charge from $9.80 to $15.30, an increase of $5.50 or 56%.
d. Delta’s cost-of service study in Case No. 2007-00089 indicated that fiilly
allocating the custonier-related costs would require a residential monthly
customer charge of $24.16. Based upon Delta’s testimony in that case,
adopting a straight-fixed-variable rate design and fully allocating both
customer-related and demand-related non-gas fixed costs would require a
monthly customer charge of $38.94.
e. Delta’s current rate design has an increased monthly customer charge which
thus recovers more of our fixed cost regardless of volumes or weather. This
helps align Delta’s and our customers’ interests if customers use less gas
through conservation efforts and efficiency gains as revenues are not as
dependent on sales volumes. But, since not all fixed costs are recovered
through our iiionthly customer charge and a significant portion still is
recovered in our volumetric charge, there is incentive for customers to save on
their bills tlwough conservation and efficiency efforts. Regardless of the
method of recovering fixed costs, there is continued incentive for customers to
reduce usage tllrougli conservation and efficiency efforts as the commodity
charges typically represent about 75% of the volumetric charges on a
residential customer’s bill.
Delta is not able to identify specific aimual Mcf or Btu estimates displaced by
these designs.

Responding Witness:
Glenn R. Jeimings

DELTA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, INC.
CASE NO. 2008-00408
INITIAL DATA REQUEST OF COMMISSION STAFF
DATED MARCH 16,2009

97.
With reference to page 3, lines 7 through 23, and page 4, lines 1 through 12, of
tlie Joint Testimony, address the following:
a.

Explain in detail how "Rate Stabilization" or an "Aiuiual Rate Review
mechanism" will proniote energy efficiency.

b.

If tlie utility believes that "Rate Stabilization" or an "Aimual Rate Review
ineclianisrn" will promote energy efficiency, identify tlie aimual amount
and percent of Mcfs or Btus tlie utility estimates such mechanisms will
displace"

c.

Describe in detail what would be required to decouple base rate reveillies
from sales volumes by placing recovery of fixed costs entirely in the
monthly customer charge.

d.

Describe how weather normalization encourages the Joint LDCs to
promote energy efficiency.

RESPONSE:
a. Rate Stabilization or an Aixiual Rate Review Mechanism will adjust rates
annually to reflect changes in consumptioii patterns, expenses arid
investriients. Rates will be kept current, either by increasing or decreasing
tlieiii, to reflect tlie changing costs of service. Delta and its customers interests
will be aligned niore closely as Delta will have an incentive to promote
conservation and efficiency without being penalized since changes in
consumption by customers can be niore easily and inexpensively reflected in
rates as rates are kept current on an annual basis. Customers being encouraged
by their utility provider to conserve or utilize efficiency improvemeiits should
lead customers to use less.
b. Delta does not have knowledge of aimual amounts and percents of Mcfs or
Rtus such meclianisins will replace.
c. Tlie monthly customer charge would have to increase to reflect fiilly allocated
costs so that all fixed costs, both customer-related and demand-related, would
be included in the monthly customer charge. Tlie cost of service study in

Delta’s last rate case indicated that to do so the montlily customer charge
should increase. See Delta’s response herein to question 96(d).
Decoupling only addresses recovery of costs in the monthly customer charge
revenues instead of volumetric revenues. Tlie monthly customer charge would
still need to be periodically ad.justed to reflect increases or decreases in costs.
This would have to be done either tluougli expensive rate cases or more
preferably tluough less expensive annual rate review niechanisnis as discussed
in Delta’s response to question 97(a) herein.
d. Delta’s weather normalization tariff adjusts billings to reflect weather that is
either warmer or colder than thirty-year average weather. The operation of this
tariff lessens the impact of weather variations on customers and the L,DCs and
can thus help to encourage the LDCs to some degree to develop some
programs and procedures to promote energy conservation and efficiency by
customers. However, it does not provide an incentive to L,DCs to promote
conservation and efficiency to the extent the LDCs are recovering their fixed
costs tllrougli volumetric charges.

Responding Witness:
Glenn R. Jemings

DEL,TA NATURAL, GAS COMPANY, TNC.
CASE NO. 2008-00408
INITIAL DATA REQUEST OF COMMISSION STAFF
DATED MARCH 16,2009

98.

With reference to the Joint L,DCs discussion of decoupling, address the following:
a.

Current literature describes a myriad of decouplirig mechanisms. If
applicable, describe specifically the form of decoupling the Joint LDCs
support.

b.

Explain how the decouplirig form supported by the Joint LDCs differs
from the recovery of fixed costs entirely from per-unit fixed rates.

RESPONSE:
a. Delta views fiill decouplirig as moving to a straight-fixed-variable rate design
that fully allocates both customer-related and demand-related non-gas fixed
costs to the monthly customer charge. That would result in an increase in the
monthly customer charge and a decrease in the volumetric lion-gas component
of Delta’s residential rate. This would need to be accompanied by either
periodic expensive rate cases to ad,just for investments arid cost increases or
decreases in the future, or more preferably by some form of a less expensive
annual rate review mechanism. Combining the annual rate review mechaiiism
with decoupling would accomplish aligning L,DC and customer interests and
would keep rates current at a miniinum of expense.

1). See Delta’s response to question 98(a) herein.
Responding Witness:
Gleim R. Jemiings

DELTA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, INC.
CASE NO. 2008-00408
INITIAL DATA REQUEST OF COMMISSION STAFF
DATED MARCH 16,2009

100. With reference to tlie new PIJRPA Standards of EISA 2007, Section
532(b)(6)(B)(ii), referring to tlie provision of incentives for the successful rnariageineiit of
energy efficiency prograins, identify aiid describe any incentive the Joint LDCs believe is
needed in addition to those authorized by the DSM statute, KRS 278.285.

RESPONSE:
See Delta’s response to question 99 herein. Delta’s incentive portion of our DSM
program referenced in that response is relatively new to us. We need to operate uiider that
prograin longer to be able to further evaluate tlie iiiceiitives and their effectiveness before
we could propose any further incentives. We propose no further incentives or changes at
this time either to our DSM tariffs or to KRS 278.285.

Respoiiding Witness:
Glenn R. Jeimings

DELTA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, INC.
CASE NO. 2008-00408
INITIAL, DATA REQUEST OF COMMISSION STAFF
DATED MARCH 16,2009

101. Explain in detail how the utility treats energy efficiency as a priority resource.
Identify and describe any goals the utility has developed in tenns of Mcf or Rtus
displaced.

RESPONSE:
Delta has long pursued alternate rate setting procedures to help us be able to promote
energy efficiency arid conservation. We proposed in a prior rate case several years ago an
aivnual rate adjustment niechanism siniilar to that in use in Alabama. We were
unsuccessful in obtaining approval at that time. Such a mechanism would allow us to
promote coiiservation and efficiency by our customers. We contiiiued to demonstrate our
coniniitment to such rate ad.justment iriechaiiisms when we included in our last rate case,
Case No. 2007-00089, an aruiual rate review tariff similar to that iii use in South
Carolina, as well as OUT DSM tariff proposal. We were not successful in including either
of those iii our tariffs at that time, but we then sought tlie DSM tariff separately and
obtained approval for it in Case No. 2008-00062. Data filed in that case in suppoi-t of our
DSM tariff estiiiiated annual savings for tlie first year of 40,289 Ccf. A copy of that tariff
is attached as a part of Delta’s response to question 102 herein. Delta encourages its
customers to conserve through tlie DSM program. Now our priority in this regard is to
have available ail arxiual rate review niechaiiisin that will allow us to hrtlier encourage
custonier conservatioii and efficiency. Since gas costs are a significant portion of the total
rate, customers can benefit sigiiificaiitly froiii using less gas.

Responding Witness:
Gleim R. Jennings

DELTA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, INC.
CASE NO. 2008-00408
INITIAL DATA REQUEST OF COMMISSION STAFF
DATED MARCH 16,2009

102. Identify all DSM programs offered by the utility. If appropriate, identify any
programs offered that have not been specifically authorized by the Commission per KRS
278.285. Identify the annual Mcfs or Btus that the utility estimates are displaced by each
pro gram.

RESPONSE:
Delta’s DSM tariff is attached. Data filed in our DSM filing, Case No. 2008-00062,
estimated annual savings for the first year of 40,289 Ccf. We cannot at this point hrther
identify any additional annual mcfs or btus estimated to be displaced. Our DSM program
is new for 11s and more time under its operation will help us to better identify future
impacts. Our program was approved by the Commission in Case No. 2008-00062.

Responding Witness:
Glenn R. Jennings
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~~CLASSIFICATION OF SERVICE
RATE SCHEDULES

I

CONSERVATION/EFFICIENCY PROGRAM COST RECOVERY
APPLICABLE TO RESIDENTIAL RATE SCKEDULE

APPLICABILITY
Applicable within all areas served by Delta. See Tariff Sheet No. 17.
This tariff applies to all gas sold by Delta under Delta’s residential
tariff (Tariff Sheet No. 2 ) .
CONSERVATION/EFFICIENCY PROGRAM COST RECOVERY COMPONENT (CEPRC)
Delta’s Conservation/Efficiency Program (the Program) is a demand-side
management program established to promote conservation and the
efficient. use of natural gas by Delta’s residential customers.
The prices to residential customers shall be increased monthly by an
amount hereinafter described as the Conservatian/Efficiency Program
Cast Recovery Component (CEPRC), which allows Delta to recover costs
associated with the Program.
DETERMINATION OF CEPRC
The Company shall file an annual report with the Commission which
shall contain updated CEPRC rates at least thirty (30) days prior to
the effective date of the new rates. The annual amount computed under
the Conservatian/Efficiency Program Cost Recovery Component shall be
collected based on the CEPRC amount divided by the expected usage for
the upcoming program year. For purposes of determining the CEPRC, the
program year is defined as the twelve months ended October 31, with
rates effective as of the following February 1. The amounts billed
under the CEPRC will be computed solely on actual consumption.
The CEPCR is calculated using the following formula:
C E P R C = CEPCR
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CEPLS
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CLASSIFICATION OF SERVICE
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CONSERVATION/EFFICIENCY PROGRAM COST RECOVERY
APPLICABLE TO RESIDENTIAL RATE SCHEDULE
Whereby :
CEPCR = CONSERVATION/EFFICIENCY PROGRAM COST RECOVERY

The CEPCR shall include all actual costs which have been approved by
the
Commission
for
each
twelve
month
period
fos
conservation/efficiency programs of the Company "approved programs".
Such program costs shall include the cost of planning, developing,
implementing, monitoring, and evaluating CEP pragrams. In addition,
all costs incurred including, hut not: limited to, costs for
consultants, employees and administrative expenses, will be recovered
through the CEPCR.
CEPLS = CEP REVENUE FROM LOST SALES

Revenues from lost sales due to CEP programs implemented on and after
the effective date of this tariff will be recovered as follows:
The estimated reduction in customer usage (in Ccf) as a result of the
approved programs f o r the previous twelve months shall be multiplied
by the non-variable revenue requirement per Ccf for purposes of
determining the Lost revenue to be recovered hereunder. Non-variable
revenue requirement. is base rate charged to the applicable rate class
under this tariff.
The aggregate lost revenues attributable to the program participant
shall be divided by the estimated residential sales (in Ccf) f o r the
upcoming twelve-month period to determine the applicable CEPLS
surcharge.
Recovery of revenues from lost sales calculated for a twelve-month
period shall be included in the CEPLS until the implementation of new
base rates pursuant to a general rate case.
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Revenues collected hereunder are based on engineering estimates of
energy savings, actual program participation and estimated sales for
the upcoming twelve-month period. At the end of each such period, any
difference between the lost revenues actually collected hereunder and
the lost revenues determined after any revisions of the engineering
estimates and actual program participation are accounted f o r shall be
reconciled in future billings under the CEP Balance Adjustment (CEPBA)
component.
CEPI = CEP INCENTIVE

For all Conservation/Efficiency Programs, the CEP incentive amount
shall be computed by multiplying the net resource savings estimated
from the approved programs times fifteen (15) percent. Net resource
savings are defined as program benefits less utility program costs and
participant costs where program benefits will be calculated on the
basis of the present value of Delta’s avoided commodity costs over the
expected life of the program.
The CEP incentive amount shall be divided by the expected C c f sales
f o r the upcoming twelve month pexiod to determine the C E P I . CEP
incentive amounts will be assigned for recovery purposes to the rate
classes whose programs created the incentive.
CEPBA = CEP BALANCE ADJUSTMENT

The CEPBA shall be calculated on a twelve month basis and is used to
reconcile the difference between the amount of revenues actually
billed through the CEPCR, CEPLS, C E P I and previous application of the
CEPBA and the revenues which should have been billed.
The program has an October year-end with rates effective February 1.
t
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e

The amount estimated to be recovered during the prior program
year from November 1 through January 31 less actual recovery.

e

The balance adjustment amounts determined on the basis of the
above paragraphs (1) and (2) shall include interest to be
calculated at a rate equal to the average of the 'I3-month
Commercial Paper Rate" for the immediately preceding 12-month
period.

The balance adjustment amounts, plus interest, shall be divided by the
expected Ccf sales for the upcoming twelve-month period to determine
the CEPBA for each rate class.
Modifications to CEPRC
The filing of modifications to the CEPRC which require changes in the
CEPCR component shall be made at least two months pr.ior to the
beginning of the effective period for billing. Modifications to other
components of the CEPRC shall be made at least thirty days prior to
the effective period f o r billing. Each filing shall include the
following information as applicable:
(1) A detailed description of each CEP program, the total cost of
each program over the previous twelve month period and budgeted
costs for the next program year, an analysis of expected resource
savings, information concerning the specific CEP or efficiency
measures to be installed, and any applicable studies which have
been performed, as available.

(2) A statement setting forth the detailed calculation of the
CEPCR, CEPLS, CEPI, CEPBA and CEPRC.

Each change in the CEPRC shall be placed into effect with bills
rendered on and after the effective date of
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DEL,TA NATTJRAL GAS COMPANY, INC.
CASE NO. 2008-00408
INITIAL DATA REQUEST OF COMMISSION STAFF
DATED MARCH 16,2009

120. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“Stimulus Bill”) contains
a number of spending and tax measures crafted to inject more aggregate demand into the
nation’s sagging economy. Some of these measures impact, among other things, energy
infrastructure. Certain provisions of EISA 2007 have been amended to reflect the
incentives enacted by the Stimulus Bill, particularly in the area of smart grid technology.
Explain whether or not your opinion on smart grid investments has changed in light of
these amendments.

RESPONSE:
Smart grid investments are directed more to the electric industry. This is an evolving area
that the electric utilities are beginning to address. Smart grid technology has not been an
LDC issue at this point.

Responding Witness:
Glenn R. Jemiiigs

